
TRIPLE JUMP PHASE

The triple jump, sometimes referred to as the hop, step and jump or the hop, skip and jump, is a There are three phases
of the triple jump: the "hop" phase, the " bound" or "step" phase, and the "jump" phase. These three phases are
executed .

Horizontal movement is the emphasis of the takeoff action. These boards are placed at different places on the
run way depending on how far the athlete can jump. This led sports historians to conclude that these must have
been a series of jumps, thus providing the basis for the triple jump. Last they will begin to move forward about
a foot at a time. These three phases are executed in one continuous sequence. Short Approach Jumps with a
Knee Landing Do the hop and step from a very short approach with a knee landing right foot forward left knee
back for left foot takeoff. We will examine the technical requirements and methods to develop them as well as
how to set up the training day and week. Repeat watching and cueing the straight line from head to toe. From
position A, have the athlete take 3 or 5 steps in place walking, marching and finally running watch that their
feet land in the same position they start in. Repeat the full effort start, but at five steps the partner will step out
of the way allowing the athlete to continue to accelerate. Jim presents on numerous subjects at clinics around
the U. Much of this is done by focusing on the approach and hop. No chopped or elongated steps should be
used prior to takeoff. The athletes are taught to do all jumping exercises with heel first landings, with upright
postural alignment, and to push off into the next bound when doing them in a sequence. A common challenge
our freshman have when they arrive on campus each September for fall training is that they have a very short
middle phase in the triple jump. Two leg start â€” start like the athlete will do a standing long jump. Repeat
the drill without aligning the athlete 2. In modern championships a strip of plasticine , tape, or modeling clay
is attached to the far edge of the board to record athletes overstepping or "scratching" the mark, defined by the
trailing edge of the board. Sometimes even with a better take-off angle through the board the jumper still has
trouble taking off into the step phase. Combine the three phases of the jump by starting with Hop and Step
combinations on grass and then add the Jump phase. Triple Jump The triple jump, which probably puts more
stress on an athlete's body than any other field event, comprises of 4 phases: approach phase, hop phase, step
phase and the jump phase. You can get very technical with coaching the free limbs, simply put have them
continue to move as close to running as possible. I do this on account of motor skill interference with the long
jump. Next the takeoff leg is brought into the landing position for the step. The hop will generally be the
longest of the three phases. Maybe one week on Wed you recover or condition with circuits, etc. However, by
using the other foot, the body has no pre-conditioned motor-skill program needing adjustment. It is crucial to
success of the jump to have ground contact underneath the body. The following week you run intervals
Consider other events your athletes are in for planning, particularly if they work with a different coach. An
athlete must take off and land on the same leg then land on the next opposite leg before landing in the pit. The
key elements of speed as they relate to the jumps are maintenance of posture and pelvic position through to the
end of the approach. Once the jump phases have been put together, slowly add steps to the run-up in
accordance with the athlete's ability to control speed. The hop landing phase is very active, involving a
powerful backward "pawing" action of the right leg, with the right take-off foot landing heel first on the
runway. These athletes have a very long first phase the hop , a long last phase the jump , but the middle phase
the step is dramatically shorter. Speed can be worked on with running drills, sprints of various intensities and
distances, hill running, over speed towing, approaches with or without a takeoff and other sophisticated
methods. When landing in the sand-filled pit, the jumper should aim to avoid sitting back on landing, or
placing either hand behind the feet.


